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Why are fortune cookies always so positive? Bad things happen in life too, right? 
And why are they always so vague? I’ll tell you, it’s so that they appeal to everyone! 
What’s the point of that?? My fortune cookies (or misfortune cookies) on the other 
hand are fantastic and daring. Let’s see what they are!

Cookie message one: Someone you trust will steal your ukulele.

Even if you can’t even play the instrument properly, it’s still hurtful. Having said that, 
if someone stole someone ELSE’S ukulele maybe that wouldn’t be so bad. I’m just 
saying ukulele music is annoying, like really. 

2: A tramp will go crazy on you.

The previous example was very specific obviously, but this one is more or less 
inevitable. I guess some people are homeless/jobless for a reason. Maybe it could 
work if crazy tramps were bosses and didn’t have to be hired by someone? I’d work 
for a crazy tramp, I’d work for anyone. But really it would just be me and the tramp, 
I’m not sure what kind of a company that would be. 

3: Someone will buy you a CD of bagpipe music.

Oh please God no. Well, I don’t know, some bagpipe music is pretty atmospheric, 
but really I’d prefer atmospheric music from an instrument that isn’t quite so ugly 
sounding.

4: Someone will run you over. 

But who by? We can rule out the tramp, unless he joyrided or somehow made it as a 
CEO and bought the car for himself… Could be anyone, really. Look where you’re 
going!

5: You’ll have one a messed up day tomorrow… :S

This one may not be truly inevitable for you, but it sure is for me. Happens over and 
over again. You when I don’t have a messed up day? When I do some tidying. As 
that’s unmessy! :D

6: Someone will throw a brick at you.

If someone steals from you, buys you horrible music, goes crazy on you and runs 
you over, maybe the problem is with you. If not, I guess you’re just unlucky. Luckily 
most people can’t throw bricks too far or accurately so you have a good chance of 
dodging it. Just don’t get into an argument with an American football player! 

7: A mental person will pay you a compliment, then kill you.

Not all bad technically speaking. If the person meant it, I mean. That would be weird, 
wouldn’t it?

8: Someone will fall off their bike and blame you.
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Is the bike badly damaged? If not, there is no evidence of the fall so you’re fine. If 
yes on the other hand, take your chances and run away. You might be faster.

9: Someone will trick you into getting drunk then film you having an argument with a 
deaf and blind man. 

Ohhhhhh no. Nothing more to say, really…

10: Your biscuits will expire soon, hurry!

I’ve never heard of cookie poisoning, but soft cookies are real so you should be 
careful. Remember sugar is bad for you, so if you really must eat it, eat GOOD 
QUALITY sugar. It’s a like someone risking their life taking drugs (remember sugar is 
addictive too) and all the drug does is make you less hungry. Similarly, if you have to 
take drugs, do good drugs. Wait what? I’m so sorry, NEVER DO ANY DRUGS.

11: A hippie will befriend you and follow you everywhere.

No, please! You could try running away, but as far as I’m aware hippies tend to be fit 
and healthy, maybe because of the vegetarian diet. I guess it’s time to beat them at 
their own game work out hard in the gym. THEN you’ll get away.

12: Someone will shove celery up your nose.

Why did you do that? That’s assault you know? Not GBH, but serious enough to 
cause some pretty dark thoughts. Why me?

13: If you eat one more pickled onion, you’ll go insane.

Pickled onions are very salty, too. Insanity AND high blood pressure? Want my 
advice? Eat an apple instead!

14: Someone will accuse you of stealing some bread, and turns out they were right!

Bread is really cheap, you know? I don’t think the fact you’ve chosen to steal is the 
real issue, it seems you’re so poor you’re unemployed or even homeless. Either that 
or you’re a criminal thrill seeker. Sounds big right? Well try finding a prisoner who 
respects the stealing of items worth 80p. 

15: You will fall off a cliff.

What were you doing on the edge of a cliff, anyway? You’re not the same person 
who stole the bread are you? Stealing bread and walking on cliffs, it’s not big you 
know? They’re the actions of a crazy person. If someone like me can judge you, 
you’re in trouble, you know that right??

Right! I admit the preceding examples weren’t exactly uplifting and they may result in 
you having a phobia of Chinese restaurants, but at least they’re not vague. If 
someone walked up to me and said ‘something good will happen to you sometime’ 
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I’d think he was an idiot. And….. bye!


